Immuno-reconstitution by thymic transplant in DiGeorge’s syndrome
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Summary

Persistent hypocalcaemic tetany in a breast-fed neonate made us suspect DiGeorge’s syndrome, particularly as the baby had an abnormal facies, and a ventricular septal defect. Immuno-reconstitution was successfully achieved by thymic transplant. Evidence of immuno-reconstitution on the basis of the histology of the post-transplant thymus has not been previously recorded.
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Introduction

DiGeorge’s syndrome results from an interference in embryogenesis between the sixth and tenth week of intrauterine life, involving the third and fourth branchial arches; the first and second arches are often and the sixth arch occasionally involved. The association of congenital absence of the thymus with seizures in the newborn and abnormal third and fourth pharyngeal pouch development was recorded long ago (Harrington, 1829). The association of defective immunological status with maldeveloped branchial arches and tetany was described by DiGeorge (1965). Additional cases were reported later on (Taitz, Zarate-Salvador and Schwartz, 1966; Huber, Cholnoky and Zoethut 1967; Kietshmer et al., 1968a).

Three major variants of DiGeorge’s syndrome have been described. A complete form in which the thymus is absent, an ‘incomplete’ form in which the thymus is severely hypoplastic and a transient form.

Case report

A full-term 3 kg male infant was born vaginally to a primigravida following premature rupture of membranes 7 days previously. Examination revealed a hypothermic baby in respiratory distress. The baby had an abnormal facies with receding chin, low set ears and fish-like mouth (Fig. 1). White blood cell count was 4.2 x 10^9/l with lymphocytes 42%. Blood and cerebrospinal fluid culture grew *Escherichia coli*.

On the third day a short systolic murmur grade III-IV was heard in the left third intercostal space. The baby also had multifocal convulsions. Serum calcium was 6.9 mg/dl, and serum phosphorus 5.2 mg/dl. Chest X-ray revealed cardiomegaly and the absence of thymic shadow. The child received diuretics, digitalis, and intravenous calcium gluconate followed by oral calcium.

By the 5th day, convulsions ceased, respiratory distress was alleviated considerably, and the liver, previously swollen, regressed to its original size. On the 10th day, calcium was discontinued. Thereafter the convulsions recurred, and the serum calcium was found to be 7.1 mg/dl. Serum phosphorus was 4.9 mg/dl. Convulsions again responded promptly to calcium therapy, but recurred once again on the 21st day after discontinuing calcium for 2 days. The baby started gaining weight moderately and steadily.
amniotic injection of saline. Another attempt at thymic transplant was made on the 87th day. This time, fetal thymus was obtained from a hysterotomy product of an 18-week pregnancy and was transplanted within minutes. The ERC rose to 36% by the 3rd day of transplant.

By this time convulsions were fully under control with calcium and vitamin D. Chest X-ray showed prominent pulmonary conus and peripheral attenuation of vascular markings. Serial electrocardiograms showed progressive pulmonary hypertension and right ventricular hypertrophy. On the 95th day the child developed a lower respiratory infection and died suddenly on the 105th day.

**Autopsy findings**

A small mass (2.5×1.5×0.5 cm), situated just above the right side of aortic arch was identified as rudimentary thymus. A few small lymph nodes, the largest 1 cm in diameter, were observed only in the superior mediastinum and mesentery. The spleen was moderately enlarged and firm. The site of the first thymic transplant in the right rectus sheath was unremarkable. At the site of the second thymic transplant in the left rectus sheath, a small flattened nodule was felt which appeared whitish and homogenous on sectioning. The lobulated thymic tissue showed few Hassall's corpuscles, and relatively abundant lymphoid tissue consisting of normal, mature lymphocytes. There was no cortiomedullary differentiation (Fig. 2).

Lymph nodes, spleen, tonsils and the Peyer's patches revealed poorly developed lymphoid tissue with absence of germinal centres.

Both the transplanted tissues were converted into eosinophilic hyaline masses with no recognisable thymic tissue. There was no inflammatory reaction around the first transplant but the second transplant showed hyperaemia and lymphocytic and mononuclear infiltration around it. Plasma cell infiltration and vasculitis were absent.

The thyroid, normal in size, consisted of two separate lobes, without an isthmus. Even after a thorough inspection and subsequent study of several 2 mm thick, horizontal slices of thyroid, larynx and trachea with a dissecting microscope, no trace of parathyroid glands could be found. There was a high ventricular septal defect.

**Discussion**

Our patient had all the characteristic features of DiGeorge's syndrome in the form of abnormal facies, severely hypoplastic thymus, T-cell immunodeficiency, hypoparathyroidism and congenital cardiac defect. The absence of thyroid isthmus was another manifestation of DiGeorge's syndrome.
In view of the microscopic appearance of lymphoid tissue, stress involution of thymus and graft versus host disease (GVHD) were considered in the differential diagnosis. The baby was born with an average birth weight and had been growing normally. The early neonatal infection was adequately treated. Hence stress involution could not have persisted up to the 105th day. GVHD was less likely in the absence of hepatosplenomegaly, lymphadenopathy, diarrhoea and characteristic cutaneous lesions. The histological appearance of skin, lungs and liver also did not support the diagnosis of GVHD. Moreover, the estimated maturity of the transplanted thymus was around 18 weeks, which also precludes the likelihood of GVHD by the transplant although delayed manifestation of GVHD cannot be ruled out. Finally, the absence of demonstrable parathyroid tissue and the thyroid isthmus and the presence of a cardiac defect, in conjunction with the observed gross and microscopic changes in the lymphoid tissue of our case, leave no doubt about the existence of DiGeorge's syndrome, and rule out any possibility of stress involution of thymus or GVHD.

We had achieved a good control of hypocalcaemia and a successful immunoreconstitution. The evidence of the latter was offered by the significant inflammatory reaction evoked by the second graft as against no reaction around the first one. Perhaps the host could have reacted to the graft only after immunoreconstitution which is known to occur within 6 hr of transplant (Stiehm and Fulginiti, 1980). In the past there have been few opportunities to study post-transplant thymus histologically to enable comparison with our findings. These changes are supported by the E-rosette test which by itself is not an infallible measure of the T cell function.

Thymic transplant remains the treatment of choice for T cell immunodeficiency. Thymosin-responsive and thymosin nonresponsive forms of DiGeorge's syndrome have been described (Stiehm and Fulginiti, 1980). Transfer factor is yet to be used in these cases. However, the baby died suddenly before the ventricular septal defect could be diagnosed and corrected surgically. Sudden death has been described in two other cases (Pabst et al., 1976).
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